
Excursion ALL year
Croatia & Slovnia



Truffle hunting
47 km from Rovinj, convenient to do on route from Opatija to Istria Minimum



Truffle seeking demonstrations are held in a village about one kilometer far from restaurant 
Zigante. The demonstration is held in cooperation with one famous truffle family which has 
been involved in the truffle seeking business for many years. We recommend that the 
group does not exceed the number of 30 persons, which is an optimal number for this 
type of demonstration. Since the demonstrations are held in the woods and valleys, we 
kindly ask the guides to provide all the participants with this information, so they could 
bring adequate footwear and clothes (we recommend boots and long trousers), and other 
items (such as mosquito repellents).In case of extremely bad weather conditions, the 
demonstration will be cancelled. In case of rain, guests are assured by raincoats.  



Duration: 45-60 minutes  
Distance: 47 km from Rovinj, convenient to do 
on route from Opatija to Istria Minimum/
Maximum 15/35 pax  
Special notes: preannouncement necessary, 
Working hours: according to agreement 



Visit Lectar museum and Lectar ginger bread workshop 

10 km from Bled



On a medieval square in the Upper Carniolan town Radovljica, a name dating back to 
before 1333, stands a house older than 500 years. In this house Jakob Krivic opened a 
lect workshop, a honey-bread bakery and a chandlery in 1766. He lived to be 90 years 
old. The craft was passed to his son, who started an inn in the same house in 1822. 
That inn is still open today. For a time, both trades were practiced in the same house, 
which is how the inn got its name, Lectar, and the house its symbol – a lect heart. 
Lectarstvo« is an old and renowned traditional handicraft of Slovenia. The decorated 
pastry is made from honey dough and shaped either with a wooden or a tin mold, or by 
hand. During the late middle Ages, lect was popular with the social elite. The oldest 
preserved wooden mold, made for a customer who was a nobleman, dates to the 16th 
century. The craft is one of the oldest practiced in cities and on squares, while in the 
countryside lect workshops appeared in the 19th century, when lect-making saw its 
heyday. In those times, these products were highly regarded as meaningful tokens of 
love. Today, honey-bread products are precious souvenirs from our country. They also 
make lovely promotional items or business gifts.  



Duration: 45 minutes  
Distance: 10 km from Bled  
Minimum/Maximum 15/45 pax  
hours: 11 am - 10pm, every day 

 



Wine tasting in Maribor 

the oldest vine in the world STARA TRTA 





Duration of visit and wine tasting of 5 type of wines: 1 h  
Distance: 127 km from Ljubljana, convenient on routes from 
Vienna or Graz towards Ljubljana, Zagreb  
Minimum/Maximum 15/45 pax 
Working hours Old Vine House: 
OCTOBER–APRIL: every day of the week from 9 AM to 6 PM; 
MAY–SEPTEMBER: every day of the week from 9 AM to 8 PM 



For more information about The Balkans  
Contact:  ken@dorak.com 

Skype: ken4mosa@gmail.com
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